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Dr SAW announces new high-tech double-edge blade assembly with D2 steel
A recent innovation in ice making technology is the development of the double-edge blade which is
made out of D2 steel. This development comes with certain advantages: one double-edge blade can
be used on an average twice as longer of a period of time before requiring sharpening for each side
(Example using four of your blades compared to one of mine), and this means less sharpening,
Re-knifing and less shipping and handling of blade assemblies. You will reduce your cost in more
than half. It will pay for itself in no time.

Double-edge blade assembly

1.

Safety

The double-edge blade comes with a safety guard in the back for the blade edge not in use.
Our blade assembly ships with a wood guard that remains on the double-edge blade assembly until
after it is installed on the machine then you remove it and you are then ready to shave the ice. When
it is time to send out for sharpening simply put the wood guard back on, remove the assembly and
ship it.

2.

Consistent Straightness

Dr SAW uses the latest technology to sharpen, and is able to maintain the straightness of the blade.
Our blade is guaranteed to stay straight for the life of the blade without the use of harnesses or
tensioners. Some people DON’T use weight and is also used as nipper.

3.

Shipping containers and shipping costs

Our blade assemblies are shipped sheathed in a durable wood guard and box made from plywood.
You can use the wood guard for storage, for handling, and for shipping back to us for sharpening.
You can take advantage of a discount by using COD on our account.

4.

Cost of blade assembly

For your convenience, here is a basic menu of our ice tech products and services:
Ice Scraper Blade Assemblies – manufactured by Dr. SAW

Re-knifing

48" With tool steel inlay
60" With tool steel inlay
60” Double edge D2 steel
4 X life of blade with D2 Steel

48” With tool steel inlay
60” With tool steel inlay
Nippers blade

Hand scraper 12” $ 195.00, 16” $215.00, 21” $225.00 and New replacement handle $65.00
Honing Stone $35.00
Kevlar Glove $24.00
The best to you in curling!
Normand Giroux
Manager, Dr SAW

